HF SPORT EXERCISE POOLS

HF SPORT EXERCISE POOLS
HeatForm exercise pools, with with a choice of

HeatForm exercise pools are available in two sizes HF

integrated counter current options, are designed to

SPORT 5000 (2.5m x 5m) or HF SPORT 6000 (6m x

optimise all levels of training and physical therapy,

3m) with a water depth of 1.2m. They are suitable for

from intense triathlon training through to gentle

use both in-ground or above-ground installations,,

rehabilitation.

indoors or outdoors.

Make your dream pool a reality, putting exercise,
fun and relaxation within easy reach of your
lifestyle and budget.

HEATFORM - THE SYSTEM

Why Choose
HeatForm?

HeatForm insulated panel pools are the convenient

The panel system is flexible, robust and easy to

and eco-friendly way to build a high quality in-

install. Using our innovative panel system, Heatform

ground or above-ground swimming pool in your

pools can be installed either in the ground, half in -

home, garden, spa or school, whilst helping the

half out, or by incorporating Heatform’s unique frame

planet at the same time.

system, fully above gorund.

The modular HeatForm panel system allows you to

The pool panels are manufactured in Devon, UK

create a pool to suit your own personal requirements,

using insulation made from 100% recycled PET

from exercise pools and domestic pools up to large

bottles. As well as the ecological benefits associated

building regulations regarding U-Values

commercial installations.

with a recycled product, this insulated system can

requirements.

also reduce your pool’s energy usage by up to 50%

Custom Design

compared to a traditional, in-ground concrete pool.

■ Wall depth options - 0.9m, 1.2m and 1.5m

Energy Efficient
■ A HeatForm insulated pool can reduce your pool
heating costs by up to 50% compared with a standard
concrete pool
■ HeatForm pool panels comply with the Part-L

■ No limitations to the pool width or length

Easy Installation
■ Quick - 5 x 2.5m exercise pool installed in a week.
■ Easy positioning of flow and return fittings in the
panel pre-positioned openings

Eco Friendly
■ Made in Devon, UK
■ Insulated using recycled plastic bottles

HF SPORT OPTIONS
The Heatform Sport pool comes in two standard sizes

All HeatForm exercise pool kits include the premium

Each HeatForm exercise pool comes with a choice

- HF SPORT 5000 (2.5m x 5m) or HF SPORT 6000 (6m

Zodiac heating, filtration and lighting equipment as

of counter current jets built into a bespoke support

x 3m) with a water depth of 1.2m.

standard.

panel. You can choose from a wide range of state of

The HF Sport can be installed either in the ground, or

Add some flair to your design by adding

as a free-standing above ground pool.

enhancing, colour- changing RGBW LED lights or

the art jets suitable for all budgets from an Endless
mood

incorporating a stainless steel over-the-wall ladder for
The adjustable steel support system, on the above
ground version, allows the panels to be fixed to a
concrete floor to provide a fully self-supporting aboveground installation.

a more practical finish.

Pools Fastlane, or Binder Hydrostar through to the
basic Fluvo or Badu jet systems.

HF SPORT SWIM JET OPTIONS
Fitness and swimming ability is unique to each

It is for this reason, we have not restricted the HF

and everyone of us and an important decision in

SPORT exercise pools to just one brand of swim

your swim spa design is the choice of swim jet to

jet. We have designed a bespoke, end panel option

compliment this.

suitable for any of the market leading jets seen here.

Whilst some will be seeking a high end, competitionlevel swimming experience, others will be looking for

Our retailers will be able to offer you further

a much gentler swim experience. The vast majority

information and guidance on the jet most approriate

of exercise pool owners , however, require a swim jet

for your needs.

appropriate for a more general all-round fitness and
exercise routine.

HF SPORT INTERNAL FINISHES

Plain Pre-Tailored

Alkorplan Touch

All Heatform pools are designed to be installed with
a swimming pool liner. The pool liner not only holds
in the water it provides the pool finish, which is your
chance to stamp something of your own personality
onto the project.
As well as classic plain coloured liners with or without

Ice Blue

Sand

Light Grey

Blue

Touch Elegance

Touch Prestige

Touch Authentic

Touch Sublime

Touch Relax

Touch Vanity

Patterned Pre-Tailored

patterned tile band designs, recent advances in liner
technology have brought exciting textured liner
finishes like Alkor Plan Touch and Ceramics to the
market.

Mosaic

The standard HF SPORT pools come with a pre-

Plain Re-inforced Lining

tailored ‘bag’ liner, however you can opt to have

Marble

Persia Sand

Byzance

Alkorplan Ceramics

an on-site liner fitted by your installers or the UK’s
number 1 liner supplier, Aquaflex. These are a more
durable and premium product.
Ice Blue

Sand

Light Grey

Blue

Ceramics Atenea

Ceramics Etna

Ceramics Selene

Ceramics Sofia

Patterned Re-inforced Lining

Mosaic

Marble

Persia Sand

Byzance

Heatform capping and cladding

HF SPORT EXTERNAL FINISHES

Available in four stock colours, HeatForm’s bespoke

HF SPORT pools can be installed in three ways : in-ground, half in/half

capping and cladding system is designed with the

out or fully above ground. When installing in-ground the pool surround

same techonology used in the production of the pool

can be finished in a traditional way with copings and patio or decking.

wall panels - recycled bottles encased in fibreglass ,

When installed either half in/half out or fully above ground, consideration

which provides a strong and durable finish.

needs to be taken on how the outside of the pool will look and fit within

Cotswold Cream

Silver Grey

Cotswold Green

Anthracite

Through combining this system with the HeatForm

its surroundings.

panels, by adding an extra layer of insulation, you are

For a more contemporary feel, HeatForm have developed a unique,

further reducing your heatloss from the pool.

recycled cladding and capping system available in four different colours .

Samples of the cladding system are available upon

However, like all the key elements in a HeatForm pool, the external finish

request from your local retailer.

can be tailored to your own preferences.

If you would rather choose your own style of
finish such as decking, natural wood or stone
HF Sport with Heaform composite capping in Anthracite and cladding
in Cotswold Cream

then we have developed and can supply a
solution to fix most materials to the Heatform
above-ground frame work.

This example of a school pool, has completed the
surround with an easily maintained white PVC,
tongue and groove cladding.
HF Sport with Heatform composite capping in Anthracite and cladding
in Cotswold Green

The Insulated Panel Pool That Doesn’t Cost The Earth
www.Heatform.co.uk

